Sage Estimating Viewer

Because communication is vital to the success of any project, it makes sense to be able
to quickly view and print your estimates.

Benefits

But often estimate reviews and project updates with management and coworkers
can demand more time than you have to give. With Sage Estimating Viewer, you
can streamline these processes and more easily keep all members of the project
team well informed.

Provide access to estimate data
without requiring knowledge of
or use of estimating software.

Estimating Viewer makes it possible for anyone connected to your network to view
and print view and print Sage Estimating Extended estimates. In addition, users have
access to all the advanced sorting and reporting capabilities previously only available to
estimators using Estimating. So, at any time, someone can quickly see where costs and
quantities have varied between two similar projects. Or zero in on where unit costs have
changed between conceptual, interim, and final estimates—good information to have
when making management decisions.

Give management and project
team members access to
estimating details (view and
print) without sacrificing estimate
data integrity.

With Estimating Viewer, you have a safe way to share your estimate information.
No takeoff, database-editing, or spreadsheet-editing capabilities are available in
the software. So you can be sure your data will remain intact, no matter how many
people are reviewing it.

Save time and eliminate the
need for manual distribution
of hard copy reports.

Best of all, instant, electronic access to estimate information for others means you no
longer need to spend valuable time circulating estimates from one party to another.

Share estimate information
electronically via email.

Product Features
• Runs on Microsoft Windows operating systems.
• Provides user with read-only viewing of estimates.
• Gives user all the sorting, reporting, and printing capabilities available
in Sage Estimating Extended.
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